
G.R. Case No. 1605/2017

IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL MAGISTRATE(S)
Present : Smti Nazrana P. Rehman, S.D.J.M. (S),

Sonitpur, Tezpur.
05.08.2022

(GR Case No. 1605/2017)

FIR No. 51 Dated 08.05.2017
U/S 498(A) IPC
Missamari P.S.

COMPLAINANT: STATE OF ASSAM 

REPRESENTED BY: NAME OF ADVOCATE
Sri R.K. Goswami, Learned A.P.P.

ACCUSED: Sri Lakhindar Mura
S/O  Lt. Anil Mura
R/O Vill. No. 1 Jiagabharu
PS:- Missamari
DIST:-Sonitpur (Assam).

REPRESENTED BY: NAME OF THE ADVOCATE
Smti. Marami Das, Learned 
Counsel
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J U D G M E N T

1 The brief facts of the prosecution story as unfurled

from  the  ejahar  which  was  lodged  by  Smti.

Lakhima Mura is  that the her  marriage with the

accused  was  solemnized  about  five  years  back.

The accused subjected her to cruelty by inflicting

tortures  upon  her  physically  and  mentally  since

after  her  marriage.  On 06.05.2017,  the  accused

assaulted  her  and  drove  her  out  of  her

matrimonial home. Hence, the case.

INVESTIGATION

2 Based on the ejahar, police registered Missamari

P.S.  Case  No.  51/2017  under  section  498(A)

IPC  against  the  accused  person  and  started

investigation.  During the course of  investigation,

the  police  visited  the  place  of  occurrence,

prepared  the  sketch  map  and  recorded  the

statement of  the witnesses U/S 161 Cr.P.C.  After

completion  of  investigation,  police  laid  charge

sheet U/S 498(A) IPC against the accused person

Sri Lakhindar Mura. 

APPEARANCE

3 In  due course,  the accused person appeared on

receipt of summons before the court to face trial
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of the case. The copies of the relevant documents

were  furnished  to  the  accused  person  in

compliance  of  section  207  Cr.P.C.  The  formal

charge  U/S  498(A)  IPC  was  framed  and  the

content  of  the  said  charge  was  read  over  and

explained to the accused person  Sri Lakhindar

Mura to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

TRIAL

4 At the trial,  the prosecution examined  4 (Four)

witnesses  in  the  case.  Thereafter,  as  per

submission of the learned A.P.P.,  the evidence of

the prosecution was closed. The accused person

was  examined  under  section  313  Cr.P.C.  He

pleaded total denial, however declined to adduce

any evidence in his defence. The arguments of the

learned counsels of both sides were heard. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

i. Whether the accused person  Sri Lakhindar Mura,

being  the  husband  of  the  informant/victim  Smti.

Lakhima Mura subjected her to cruelty by torturing

her physically and mentally and thereby committed

an offence punishable under section 498-A IPC?
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON 

THEREOF:

5 I have carefully perused the evidence available in

the  record.  I  have  also  carefully  scrutinized  the

case record and the other documents available in

the case record. I  have also duly considered the

arguments advanced by the learned counsels  of

both sides.

6 The  PW-1,  Smti.  Lakhima  Mura,  the

informant/victim of the case, in her examination-

in-chief deposed  that  the  accused  person  Sri

Lakhindar Mura is her husband. Her marriage was

solemnized with the accused in the year 2012. She

had  a  son  who  died.  About  three  years  ago,

accused  brought  another  lady  whose  name  she

does not know and since accused brought a lady

in  her  presence,  she  went  out  of  the  house  of

accused and since then she has been residing at

her  mother's  house and filed FIR.   Exhibit 1 is

the ejahar and Exhibit 1(1) is her signature.

During  cross examination she denied that  she

has deposed falsely. She denied that she came out

of  the  house  of  accused  voluntarily  giving  false

allegations upon the accused. She does not know

what is written in the ejahar but she was read out

the contents of the same after writing it down.
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7 The  PW-2,  Sri.  Ganesh  Das,  in  his

examination-in-chief deposed that he recognize

both the informant and the accused. They are his

co-villagers.  The  accused  person  and  the

informant are husband and wife. He does not know

whether accused has married again or not. But he

has  been  watching  since  last  two  years  that

informant has been residing at her paternal house

and accused is also living at his house. He heard

that  there  was  a  quarrel  between  them.  During

cross examination he deposed that he does not

know the details of the dispute. Accused has not

yet married another lady.

8 The  PW-3, Sri Jogen Nag, in his  examination-

in-chief deposed  that  he  recognize  both  the

informant and the accused. That, the incident took

place 2 years back. He knows both the accused

and informant got married and one child was born

from  wedlock  who  is  now  dead.  Both  of  them

involved in quarrel and later they convince them

to  stay  together.  Nowadays,  informant  married

with  some  other  person  at  Dhenai  TE.  Police

inquired  him.  During  cross  examination he

deposed  that  he  did  not  witness  any  quarrel

inbetween  informant  and  accused  person.  He

know that informant has married with some other

person.
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9 The  PW-4,  Smti.  Alomny  Pandit,  in  her

examination-in-chief deposed  that  she  knows

the  informant  and  the  accused  person.  The

accused is her nephew. The informant has lodged

false  case  against  the  accused  and  she  eloped

with  a  man  of  Tarabil  Tea  Estate.  During  cross

examination she deposed that the accused never

inflicted  any  torture  or  assaulted  the  informant.

The accused did not solemnize second marriage

after the informant eloped with another man. The

accused  has  no  children  from  his  previous

marriage.

10    At the outset, I deemed it appropriate to look

into  the  legal  provision,  which  is  reproduced

hereinunder:

Section 498-A IPC- “Whoever, being the husband

or  the  relative  of  the  husband  of  a  woman,

subjects such woman to cruelty shall be punished

with imprisonment for a term which may extend to

three years and shall also be liable to fine”.

Explanation-for  the  purpose  of  the  Section,

“cruelty” means (a) any willful conduct which is of

such a nature as is likely to drive the woman to

commit suicide or to cause grave injury or danger

to life, limb or health (whether mental or physical)

of  the woman; or  (b)  harassment of  the woman

where such harassment is with a view to coercing
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her  or  any  person  related  to  her  to  meet  any

unlawful  demand  for  any  property  or  valuable

security or is on account of failure by her or any

person related to her to meet such demand.”

11    The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  in  Girdhar

Sankar  Tawade  Vs  State  of  Maharastra

reported in AIR 2002 SC 2078 observed that

“The basic purport of the statutory provision is to

avoid cruelty which stands defined by attributing a

specific  statutory  meaning  attached  thereto  as

noticed herein before. Two specific instances have

been taken note of in order to ascribe a meaning

to  the  word  cruelty  as  is  expressed  by  the

legislature: whereas explanation (a) involves three

specific  situations  viz.  I.  To  drive  the  woman to

commit suicide or ii.  To cause grave injury or iii.

Danger  to  life,  limb  or  health,  both  mental  and

physical, and thus involving a physical torture or

atrocity.  In  explanation  (b)  there  is  absence  of

physical injury but the legislature thought it fit to

include only coercive harassment which obviously

as  the  legislative  intent  expressed  is  equally

heinous to match the physical injury, whereas one

is  patent,  the  other  one  is  latent  but  equally

serious in terms of provisions of the statute since

the  same  would  also  embrace  the  attributes  of

cruelty in terms of section 498-A IPC.”
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12    Now, in view of aforesaid provision of law and

the  observation  made  by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme

Court,  it  is  quite  clear  that  cruelty  must  be

established within the context of 498-A IPC. Thus,

in  order  to  attract  section  498-A  IPC,  the

prosecution  has  to  prove  either  of  the

circumstances envisaged under explanation (a) or

(b) of section 498-A IPC. The very essence of the

offence  under  section  498-A  IPC  lies  in  the

explanations attached to the said section.

13    Now, keeping the aforesaid provision of law in

mind, let me appreciate the evidence on record.

But prior  to  that,  I  deem it  appropriate to  state

herein that as per the contents of the ejahar, the

accused  subjected  the  informant  to  cruelty  by

inflicting  various  physical  and  mental  tortures

upon her since after her marriage. Thereafter, on

06.05.2017, the accused dragged her out of the

house after inflicting tortures upon her and since

then she is taking shelter at her parental home.

14    On careful scan of the evidence on record, it

appears that the informant while being examined

as  P.W-1  stated  that  about  3  years  ago  as  the

accused brought another lady in her presence, she

came out of his house and since then has been

residing at her parental home. Hence, she lodged

the ejahar in this instant case.
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15    The P.W-2 stated that he has only heard that

there  was  a  quarrel  between the  informant  and

the accused. He stated that since last 2 years the

informant is living at her parental home and the

accused is living at his own house. In similar tune,

the P.W-3 stated that both the informant and the

accused  involved  in  quarrel  and  later  they

convinced them to stay together.  At present the

informant got married with some other person at

Dhonai  T.E.  On the other hand,  the PW-4 stated

that the informant has eloped with another man

and  lodged  this  false  case  against  the  accused

person.

16    On meticulous analysis of the entire evidence

on  record,  it  appears  that  there  are  severe

anomalies between the contents of the ejahar and

the deposition made by the P.W-1 (informant)  in

the court.  Moreover,  the P.W-1 has only made a

mere allegation in her deposition before the court

that as the accused brought another woman, she

came out of his house. She did not even distantly

whisper  that  the  accused  inflicted  any  physical

tortures  upon  her  in  her  evidence  as  has  been

alleged in the ejahar. Thus, her evidence appears

to  be  very  vague  in  nature.  Moreover,  her

evidence also failed to inspire the confidence of

the  court  due  to  the  discrepancies  in  the
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allegations  brought  up  in  the  ejahar  and  the

allegations made before the court in the course of

her  evidence.  Further,  the  P.W-2,  P.W-3  &  P.W-4

stated nothing incriminating against the accused

person.

17    Thus, considering the totality of the facts and

circumstances in hand, it cannot be said that the

case comes under the purview of  Section 498-A

IPC, as the prosecution failed to prove any of the

circumstances enshrined in either explanation (a)

or  (b)  of  section  498-A  IPC.  Thus,  I  have  no

hesitation in my mind to hold that the accused is

not guilty of the offence under section 498-A IPC.

18    In view of the discussions made hereinabove,

this  court  is  of  the considered opinion,  that  the

prosecution has failed to prove the charge under

section U/S 498-A IPC against the accused person

beyond reasonable doubt and hence the accused

person  is  not  found  guilty  of  the  offence  under

section 498-A IPC.

ORDER

19    .  I  found the accused person  Sri Lakhindar

Mura not guilty  U/S 498-A IPC  and accordingly,

the said accused person is acquitted of the charge

of the said offence and set at liberty forthwith. 
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20    .  The  bail  bonds  shall  remain  in  force  for  a

further period of six months as per section 437-A

Cr.P.C. 

Signed, sealed and delivered in the open court on

this 05th day of August, 2022 at Tezpur.

Nazrana P. Rehman
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S),

    Sonitpur, Tezpur, Assam
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LIST OF PROSECUTION / DEFENCE / COURT WITNESSES:

A. Prosecution:

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

PW-1 Smti. Lakhima Mura Informant / victim

PW-2 Sri Ganesh Das Other witness

PW-3 Sri Jogen Nag Other witness

PW-4 Smti. Alomny Pandit Other witness

B. DEFENCE:

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

NIL

C. COURT:

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

NIL

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE / COURT EXHIBITS

A.  Prosecution:

Sr. No. Exhibit
Number

Description

1. Exhibit -1 Ejahar

B. DEFENCE

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

NIL
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C. COURT

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

NIL

A. MATERIAL OBJECTS:

RANK NAME NATURE OF
EVIDENCE

NIL

Nazrana P. Rehman
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S),

    Sonitpur, Tezpur, Assam
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